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3. Centre Strip of Concrete.
In many cases it will be a distinct advantage to substitute for a
worn carriage-way a centre strip of concrete about 10 or 12 ft. wide,
making good the adjoining haunches with tar-treated material or old
sett paving, as the case may be. This provides a good road for the
bulk of the traffic, and it is only when vehicles pass each other that
the side surfaces come into operation In addition, a concrete
pig. 116.—centre strip of concrete with macadam haunches on ,
quieter roads.
•
channel on either side may be laid to strengthen the haunches
(Fig. 116).
4.	Strip Roads in Concrete.
It is a good plan in certain cases to lay concrete strips or wheelers
to carry traffic in the centre of the road, the space between and
outside being formed in some cheaper local material. In Southern
Rhodesia concrete strip roads balanced with handy earth materials
have been remarkably successful. Later the centre is filled in with
tar macadam, and in the final stage a 20 ft. road is made by covering
the concrete strips with a thin asphaltic wearing course.
5.	Laying Concrete, One Half Only.
As a means of economy, or widening, this method is commendable,
because one side of the carriageway may remain undisturbed and a
greater length of new work provided for a given expenditure than if
the whole width were relaid. At a later date, of course, the other
half may be laid in concrete. In many cases the old macadam may
be scarified and utilized as aggregate for the bottom course of the
concrete. It is more advantageous to do this than to lay a thinner
slab on the undisturbed macadam. Fig. 117 shows this method of
construction with strengthening at the centre and at the channel.
3Fia. 117.—half width concrete and be&aioter macadam.
Increasing the Bearing Power of Clay Soil Carrying a Concrete Slab.
Where road-slabs have settled on weak clay soil> holes may be '5
drilled at 7-10 ft. intervals, and cement grout pumped through,

